
A Narrow Escape for the Knights of Knee 

(To learn more about the Kickstarter campaign for our new game, JUX—the unpredictable, collaborative 
storytelling game, visit our campaign page and view our brief intro video:  
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/elbowfish/jux-a-story-building-game-for-creative-thinkers-0 ) !
Introduction 
These being the ongoing records of the Good Ship Elbowfish, to whose hearty timbers we have entrusted our epic 
Kickstarter journey. Our ultimate goals: to reach the unmapped but legendary lands of JUX: Land of Story, 
Thought, and Laughter; and to explore deep into its uncharted interior.  
 

Preamble to Chapter the Third 
Thanks to favorable winds (and the generous support of our backers), we enjoyed a 

strong start to this exciting adventure, traversing fully one-fifth—20%—of our 
goal within the first 72 hours. This brought us to the perilous Isle of Fifth, its 
port replete with ruined wrecks of recently ravaged prior expeditions. We set out 
in caravan, to carefully cross the Cavernous Caverns of Alliteration beneath its 
craggy cliffs. It is here our journey continues: !
JUXpedition Diary, Day 10: !
After several days driving deeper into the Earth’s interior, we were delighted 
to discover a stupendous sinkhole, with a sturdy rope extending down from a 
pinhole of light above. Following a fatiguing climb, we emerged, blinking in 
the burning sunlight, upon a sandy beach. We named 

it, “Sandy Beach”. The favorable climate here 
seems to have spawned a fierce form of 

Formicidae. !
(Images shown are few of the more than 125 

original game card illustrations by renowned 
Portland artist Noah Patrick Pfarr) !

The Good Ship Elbowfish, having sailed the long way around the island, met up 
with us just in time for us to escape the carnivorous castling caduceators of doom. !
Further adventures will be shared in our next update: Beware The Kraken! !
And so, our journey continues. But, not without your help. Time (and supplies) are 
running out. We must reach our destination by the 7th Day of September! If we 
are to reach the shores of JUX and continue our trek into its fantastical forests, we 

need to secure additional supporters, reinforce our rigging, and 
retcon our narrative. Your swift support and sponsorship will 

secure our sert…certain success! !
Please share our stupendous story with the fine folks back home by directing 

their attention, and yours, to  
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/elbowfish/jux-a-story-building-game-
for-creative-thinkers-0  !

   I remain, !
   Your unreliable narrator, 

   Socrates  
   Goat Navigator & Diarist for the Good Ship Elbowfish and its creative crew  
   http://elbowfish.com
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